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r n t r o d a c t i o u .

Daring the las t few years the existence of a new family

of meson resonances which received the name of baryoniua was

experimentally established* The term baxyonium designate в а

family of meson resonances with strong coupling to jVM&annel

and masses in the v ic inity of the two nucleon masses1-'.

Hecessary, however» to note that the exi&tence of the baryonium

as well as i t s main physical properties were predicted already

about ten years ago (see review f i l and references therein)*

Although some peaks in N/V channel had been observed many

times during the l a s t years, only recently i t became posrible

to consider baryonium as a new family of resonances with

quite definite properties while the detailed study of the

baryonium spectrum in fact only begins now.

The experimental discovery of baryonium provoked a number

of publ ication in which different hypotheses on i t s nature

were suggested. Below we present the quasiauclear model of

baryonium which yielded the prediction of almost a l l phenomena

observed up to now in experiment. We define quasinuelear

baryonium (or quasinuclear meson) as a bound or resonant state

of VVJV system with binding energy much l e s s than 1 GeV and

with a radius of about 1 fn.

Frojperly said, there are_ several families of _states_
coupled to different в в cbannels_(/VjV, Л Л tZT etc.)
and also to №)Tchannels (J/A , tfZ e t c . ) . However, in_
t?ae present paper we shall confine our discussion to
baryoniua.



The physics of nucleon-aatinueleon interaction and

especially the theory of qnasinuclear baryonium was recently

discussed by oae of us in a review [1~\* The present; paper

will deal mainly with somewhat more special problems concern-

ing the noastability of baryonium (baryonium is aonntable

due to annihilation and the decay into A W channel prodded

the latter is open)

What is the motivation for re- examination of the

question (already repeatedly discosseds see [1] and [ 2])

of the baryonium annihilation width and low energy annihila-

tion cross section? The r«ason ia that among the newly

discovered baryonium states there are some levels, (both below

and above the A W threshold) wxth small widths (~ 10 MeV).

At the first glance it seems difficult to attain the compa-

tibility of the narrow baryouitun stat*3 with large annihila-

tion cross section ( €^ -- 200 mb at p • ss. 300 MeV/c). In

Ref» [1] and [2] it was shown that these two facts do not

contradict each other but being of fundamental importance

this problem is worthy of consideration from different poirts

of view. In particular it is interesting to consider the

annihilation within the framework of the nonrelativistic

coupled channel model (different properties of this model

were discussed in Ref*£2, 3, 4, 5 j ) • Such approach enables

the possibility to reveal the origin of the general model

independent estimates cf the annihilation effects and to make

sore of the stability of these estimates* In addition e

thorough study of multichannel model is of heuristic impor-

tance sines we will find sevs novel and interesting phenomena*

Another motivation for the discussion of the multichannel

nodel coaes from the fact that the experimental discovery

of the baryonium and the first data en its width provoked



a number of publications (some of them will be mentioned

below) which eoataia attempts to evaluate the annihilation

effects in a "realistic" case. For this purpose one or

another of the models developed in the past is canonized,

then some refinements (usually concerning details of minor

importance) are introduced and the numerical results obtained

in such a way are considered as exact and obligatory for

quasinuclear states» In this connection it is necessary' to

determine which results obtained in multichannel scattering

theory are physically reliable and which, are due to the

methods of computations

Another question also connected with new experimental

data is whether it is possible or not that a resonance in

NAf system lyinc at 200-300 MeV above the NN threshold

has a width of the order of 10-20 MeV, This is not a new

question and a positive answer to it was already given (see

\Л~\ and references therein), but it seems necessary, to

return to it since the newly discovered narrow JVA/ resonances

with masses 2020 MeV and 2200 MeV caused some contradictory

commentaries•

The organization of our paper is the following. Is

Part I (Sec. 1-3) we briefly discuss the main properties of

the quasinuclear baryonium without considering the problea

of annihilation. • In particular we discuss the energy spectrum

of the ayptem and the elastic widths of resonances. The problem

of the baryonium radius which, we consider in Sec.2 J.3 of

utmost importance since the calculations of the spectrum may

be reliable only under the condition £ » nfdi R. is the

radius of the system, ГП is the mass of the nucleon).

Part И (Sec. 4-6) contains a discussion of model

indeperdent estimates of the annihilation effects. It is



possible to make reliable (by the order of aagnitud») esti-

mates because theory contains a, small dimensionlese parameter

1&/R. t where 1^ is the annihilation renge and $. is

the -radios of the quasi&uclear baryoniua. Making use of the

erletenoe of the suall parameter %//? and the faot that

strong attraction acts between nuelean and antinicieon it

is possible to explain both the small width of quasinuclear

levels and large annihilation cross section.

In Part III (Sec# 7-9) we consider annihila-f ion within

the framework of nonrelativistic multichannel scattering

theory, We construct a very aimple and transparent msdel

which contains .such of the essential physics. This model

enables to retrace how the general estimates of the annihila»

tion effect*» arise. In addition the model reveals some ,1шрог-

tant new phenomena of multichannel origin*

In the laet section we present tho main conclurxcns of

our work and stake some remarks upon the principal obstacles

in a way toward exact evaluation of the annihilation effects*

Ve end up tilth the list of the meet rewarding experiments

to be don •

I* Quasinucleex Baryoaitm

Лт Spectrim of tne Levels

In this section we remind some of th*> properties of

forces and baryonium spectrun. Different models of nuclear

forcea [ 7» 8, 9 j have in common the statement that

forces at distances 1^ 0.3 fa arise from exchanges of

masons with masses less than 1 GeV.

The potential \^ (///V) in №Ы channel due to exchange

of boson Я and the corresponding potential V
x
 (NM)

In NMchannel are connected via the (j - transformation



С. ' Г

where (X. is the lr«=° parity of the boeoa X i4r~4£i~~"l i

Up — •*/)« In spite of the complicated structure of the

AW potential Bq,(D allows to deduce that NN potential

i s such deeper than the MM«me*, ladeed, the CO - exchange

( uaj ~ ~ £ ) leads to strong short range repulsion in al l :••

/VAf «itates [ 8jt Therefore according to ^q»(1) sta?ong

attraction should act ir №/\f сЬаз2пе1о A detailed analysis ;•

f i j *t(V-i6J coH^isaas t h i s coaeliasicsse \

The f irst [10-12] and sabsequeat [13-16] ealcula- |

tioas h&ve sham, that the AW p&teatdal i s strong enough to |

generate a family of levels i s the vicinity of the yWV I

I
ttessfeolde Most of these levels have nonzero orbital angular \

momenta (spin-orbital forces play aa important role in i.

formation of the spectrum)« ,
i

When one performs the calculation of the spectrum in ;'

some potential model one' has to select only those states with I

the mass M and the radius R satisfying the conditions \\H-2m\ « Zm ,
Я » rnl . (3)

Jfcte that in a l l cited above calculations of the

spectram radial exLtations have not appeared. Nevertheless

the states with one radial node are possible since they

appear under slight variation of the potential.

The absolute values of the binding energies and even

the exact number of levels depend on the choice of NN

potential and oft the way of cutoff at small distance*? (spin-

-orbit, tensor and proportional to the square of the orbital



momentum forces are singular at Z —» 0 ) . Potentials

are practically indistinguishable in NM channel yield

essentially different apectya of MM levels. Therefore i t

make a sence to foraulate an inverse problem given the

experimental NN spectrum one has to obtain information

about NN potential. Then the correspondence (1) between

NN and NN potentials may he-p to remo\a the present

ambiquity in AWpofcentlaU

The spectrum of the quasinuclear Ъагуст1ша has some

properties whi<,h do not depend on the choice of Ml/potential»

The single most striking feature <">f the spectrum i s the

concentration of the levels in the vicinity of the NN
-IN

threshold1''. There are also some persistent regulations in

level sequence; for the comprehensive discussion see Refe£i6],

Рог example, for ep.ch ralue of the total monentun KJ the

lowest in a l l models are th<> levels with 1=0 and natural

apin-parity ( i . e . the elevels with $ = 1, L = J t i ) , The

results of the numerical calculations of the quasinuclear

barycniuB spectrum may be found in Reft ]

2. Radii of the States

One of the most important among the principles which form

the basis of the theory of quasinuciear baryonium is the state»

aent that the dimension R of this system must satisfy the

inequality

Я » mrl (5)

Rote that the dual quark models (чее e.g. [ 17]) which also
predict aesons with strong coupling to AW channel do
not give a clear answer to the question why the levels
should be concentrated around M

8



Pirst this inequality ensnxes the validity of the nonrela-

tivist ie potential approsimatieao Hecessary to stress that

only within the framework of this approximation any trust-

worthy calculations of the spectrum of the systejas composed

of real hadrons ( i e e . "que^k molecules") are possible.

Secondly the condition (5) ensures the small valvas of the

eiisdhilation widths and shifts of the baryonium levels since

the r&rxge of the annihilation region is of the order sf tY\

We •erant to emphasise that is -onrelativistie potential

approximation tbe eaudition (?) should be simultaneously

satisfied i'̂ .- several quantities of dimension $ constructed

from the mean -values of different powers of %. , naaely

? etc» All these quantities shoald be of

the stsnie cyder аай »/^2 «

Thns, when in some potential model the calculations

of the baryraium spectrum are performed i t is quite necessary

ft select not only tlie states with uonreiativistic binding

energy «S «2fll, but also with large enough value of R .

Ca3.culations of the quasinuclear spectra can hardly heve any

physical significance if the parameters R. of the levels

are not known. The typical va?ue of R. for quasinuclear

mesons is approximately 1 fm (see [12, 13])• Close to this

?alae is the quantity ^'^У^иЪЗлЪ. can be obtained from

the elastic widths of the resonances (see bele»).

Siafcle vriLtb respect to small variations of t*»e p&tjntial

quasinuclear states may he.ve the dimensions much larger than

/U~' » where Jtt i s the mass of the boson which gives the

main contribution tc the OBSP potential ' .

Note that for one boson exchange potential the effective,
range which ia determined by the expansion KctuO-~lfcn-1(ky2
i s substantially larger t>ian/<-f. For example for the
lukawa p o t e n t i a l ^ ; - ±exp(-№//*t the effective ranga
is t0 = 2.12 ju"1 for 4 e 1 (in units m = 1) and 10 =
- 4.7yi<--* for i, =0.5 £'8J«



Because oe Ьата/1е%з ж Nfcf i5steraetica at вш1±

distances ь£е ^»гу se&rce I t is aecessaxfy to iuwstigat©

the stability of the baryoalaa epactrra sad tbe б оката spending

wave functions ul^a ^speci' to âs-i&iciasas of tbe potential

at theec distexiceso IJ& psirtieGlM? if the potential at small

distances would bave befta jaereaaet! i t could bave been re»

suited in localisation c<f the wye functions at small

dtstsxjceSi, A detailed e-'ciiciy ot thifj problem, (see {ijg C''9j)

have sliown that when -cbs pot&atial at small dist_jaces becomes

dssper the ар̂ чх̂ ша озг tkft c^'asinaclea^ states may essea.-̂

t i s l l j change oolj at SOES cr i t ial -calaes of the depfeb. of

the short raage part of the potential0 fbese critical points

cojrrespond to tne appaerf^ce UŜ  th& sew levels with radial

nodes ia the short raage pert cf the potential» H

after the narrcrw y interHysJ of the critical ralues of tbe

depth of the short raag^ poteatial is passed^ tbe new nodes

are pulled into the regie© of small distances while the

wave functions at large iistances and the corresponding

eigenvalues of the "broad" quasinucleax' levels receive only

Bin or additional contribut* cms* •

Since large (in the sense aeationed abo^e) dimensions

of the system is the distinctdtre qaalitati^e caracteristic

of the quaainuclear model of baryoriam of special interest

are those observable effects in whieb the radius of the

baryonium plays the decisive role. One of the most significant

among such phenomena ere radiative transitions

interval of the "dangerous" values of the depth of the
short r«ii.ge potential i s proportional to the ratio \f£ of
the radii of the short range and 3ong range forces* The
radius of the short range annihilation forces xa t^ 0,2
fn, while the role of long range forces plays the nuclear
interaction with a typical radius R. — 1 tau

10



pp - atom (protonioa) * qaasiaaclear Nflsystem (baryo-

nium) with the emission of Г - quanta. The probability

of these trEuntsitions fron the atomic ji - 3tatbs into quasi-

nuclear B- levels is proportional to R 5 [?.OZ 21J end

the quasinuclear model of Laryonium predicts that the corres-

ponding intensities should be about 10"' pei* line per anai-

hilawion» The evidence fere this effect was recently obtained

at CERK [22] aid the observed intensities of three lines

which were seen are in agreement with the theoretical value

quoted above. This fact confirms the baryonium as a quaai—

nuclear aucleon-antinuoleon state.

5« Elastic Width.? of the Resonances

The existence of гезопапсез in the UN system ( i . e .

states with M > 2/71) i s the caracteristic feature of the

speetrna of quasinaclear baryonima. Prom the vary beginning

we note that although in most calculations £12, 1J, 16]

the resonances are present in states with в > О they are

formed mainly by the nuclear potential and not by the centri-

fugal barrier.

I t i. convinient to haadxe the resonances in f/N system

ев poles of the £ - matrix in the complex & - plane. This

approach is quite equivalent to the study of the S - matrix

poles In the complex £ - plane because the surface of singu-

lar i t ies of the So (E) i31 tk6 four-dimensional space ot

complex E and t may be projected either onto the

complex plane along which this surface of singularities i s

crossed by the hyp?icplane Jp7 С = О (polee in £ - plane)

or by the hyperplane J.-\ E = О (р~1ез in С -plane or Begge

trajectories €• = ©6 (£f )»

11



The nonreiativietie Regge trajectory cL {£) brings

together NN bound states end resonances with given value

of the isotopic spin I s 0,1, spin $ в 0.1 end f or P в 1

with given value of the difference S = 7 - б s 0, ±1

between the total and the orbital momsnta [ 12j. Thus in all

there are 8 Regge trajectories, 2 for $ = 0 and 6 for 5= 1»

Bxaxples of Regge trajectories are presented in ?ig«1 [12J. •

It is known £23, 24} that a resonance appears when ' \

for £ *> 0 the pole <JL (£) is passing in the vicinity of an \

integral value of t moving to the right in the first \

quadrant of the conplcx t - plane* Expanding d(B) in \

energy in the vicinity of the point bifCoj= t % we get for j;

the elastic width of the resonance the following expression |

[23, 24j |

= £7mcC /Recc ,
where the prise denotes the derivative with respect to

#
energy. Close to the resonance the quantity oC i s nearly

real. By the order of nagnitade we have oC s№R*/(Z<JL1 $*

where R2- i s the square of the radios of the classical

orbit of the system / . Thus we get

For quasinudear levels l/mRZ sr 40 MeT and hence Гмц

~ (80 КёЧуУтв. We note in parsing that the wave function

In fact, for £< О the following equation is valid

7 e ^
For £ > 0 onep should substitute £ for £+& where £
is an infinite sisal positive quantity which provides the
convergence of the integrals. Note that each extrapolation
of the equation С ̂  to the region E >0 enables to esti-

-•a*e_the dinensici /3 of the "orbit" of the' resonance*

12



ef the narrow resonance is clearly localised la. tits regie©

t < R i the coefficient of the asymptotically free outgoijrs|

wave is a»all as V/ <1\

The quantity J7/w £ depends essentially on the value

of the wave function at the "nuclear surface", i.e. at the

boundary of the region, beyond wMsb the wave function is

close to the free (outgoing; wave) solution. ТМз quantity

J/?2 t
 i s

 ^ery sensitive (as almost every local quantity)

to the detailed behaviour of the wave function and hence to

the derailed behaviour of the nuclear potential. Especially

strong infloence on J/nC (and cm the Regge trajectory аз

a whole) have the analytical properties of the potential in

the cooguex Z - plane ( t is the radial NN coordinate),

For exanple, the Hegge trajectory for the square well poten-

tial f 25J drastically differs from that for the Tukawa pe-

uential [26]; as £ ~* °^ the first one got»3 to infinity

Jja the first quadrant of the complex t - plane, while the

second one "turns back" to the left semiplane of the complex

. The cutoff of the potential at small distances also

have strong influence on the character of the Begge trajec-

tory. In particular the cutoff adopted in [ 12 ] according

to which the potential and the centrifugal barrier are botb

set equal to zevo for X < 0.6 fm causes an infinite grow

of Re € with energy, while Jn? t grows at first and then

^Recall that in the Eegge approach the energy which corres-

ponds to the resonance is real and taken just above the cut

and therefore the wave function at 1 —* 00 oscillates. Ho-

wever the conclusion that the resonsjace wave function has

a pronounced maximum in the region z £. R. remains true

also in the Breit-Wigner approach where the wave function

grows exponentially at 1 ~* ©•=» due to the fact that *ae

resonance energy is complex.

13



tends to zero a s£ -*oo ' ' ' , Thus the quantity Ът£ (and

aa a result the elastic width of the resonance) may vary in

a wide range from several units to Ю"2 and even 10"^ (see

Yig.1), which correspends +-o the elastic widths from few

hundreds MeV to few hundreds fceV. Рог example in Pig.1 the

two Kegge trajectories with 1 = 1 bat different values of

are shown. A resonance with M = 2-10 BeV lying on one of

thea has f~ _ = 97 MeV while on the other trajectory there

is a resonance witJi A/ = 2040 MeV and Г - - 16 MeV (on the

same trajectory there i3 also a resonance with M = 2280 MeV

sad /~_= 23 MeV but the latter l ies to the right of the ma-

xi-aum Of Jm С ) . Necessary to nrte that tne problem of the

dependence of the elastic width of в resonance lying "above

the barrier" upon the properties of the potential and the

energy of the level have not yet received a thorough study.

Whatever the absolute value of / " " - i s , the qualita-

tive feature for disentangling tto» quaainuclear resonance i s

the relatively large value of the ratio 'N$ /r » w n e r e f~

is the annihilation width. This ratio may be close to unity

or even larger. The particular role of the elastic channel

becomes especially marked if we compare the partial widths
— /

/ _ and / у where X and X i s one of the light
bosons J] , D , CO . Jfor example, for firmly established

resonance with the mass 1940 KeV the ratio of the phase spa-

ces for 5 О and <2JT channels i s approximately 0.25 whereas

the ratio of the partial widths is ^/j /г- У ЛСг»

finally we point out that at present the problem of the

elastic widths (as well as the problem of the energy spectrum

should be regarded as an inverse problem, i . e . one should

try to obtain more precise knowledge on nuclear forres from

H

wave functions of the resonances which lie higher then
the taass region where Ут£ reaches i t s maximum are loca-
lized at small distances. According to what- we have said
in Sec.2 Tie do not consider these states as physically
significant.



the experimental data on the elastic widths of the

ces.

II. General Estimates of the Annihilation Effects

In the previous section (Part I) we discussed the

quasinuclear baryonium without dealing with the annihilation

process. We have conviced ourselves that the potential inter-

action causes a family of bound states and resonances in NN

system. What will happen to these states if we "switch on1*

the annihilation and in particular is it possible that they

will remain jnarrow? Are narrow states compatible with large

(close to the unitary limit) annihilation cross section? We

now torn to these (and other mentioned in the Introduction)

problems concerning annihilation.

4. Annihilation Radins

Annihilation interaction is characterised by the radius

of the order of one half nucleon compton wave length?

Z4 <, l/£/n <*>
There are several ways to prove thi3 result. The rigorous

proof waa given by Martin [ 27J. It is based on the observa-

tion that the nearest with respect to t singularity of the

annihilation scattering graph shown in Fig.2a is at iQ я 4- a

(the minimal mass transferred in the t - channel is 2m) • The

elementary derivation based on the uncertainty principle say

be found in Ref. ( i J.

Hecessary to emphasize that the annihilation radius is

determined from the diagram of the annihilation scattering

(Fig.2a) and not from the pure annihilation graph (Jig,2b)

which has the nearest singularity at { = /П .We may eluci-

date this point in the following way. In ncjrelativistio

15



quantum mechanics the concept of the radios may be introduced

proceeding ggom vbe probability amplitude linked to the wave

function ф(%) in a given channel. Such «rave function is

connected to the scattering amplitude. To cicterair.e the anni-

hilation radius i t i3 necessary to reduce the multichannel

problem to the one channel problem with an effective "annihi-

lation" potential of the fora Va= ~ViJt GjE)Vzi , where V<£

aid V^j axe the transit!on potentials A/V£?(sssons), sad

t̂ j (w is the light particles Green's function.

Widths end Shifts of the bevels

Since annihilation interaction is characterised by the

radius of the order of the nucleon ccmpton wave length the

details of the phenosnena caused by this interaction may Ъе

descrioed correctly only taking into account all other forces

important at small distances (e.g. including the forces due to

the t - channel exchange of quasinuclear baryonium)* However

the existence of the small parameter tyR *• 1/fnR. enables to

obtain reliable qualitative estimates of the annihilation

effects.

The formula for the (complex) energy shift of the quasi-

nuclear baryonium p - level is

m
where Xj, is the annihilation scattering г Tplitude,

is the baryonium wave function at the origin (without taking

into account the annihilation interaction). The corresponding

expijssions for tbe annihilation width and for the real part

of the anniMlatrf.on shift, are given by

^ 0 IHO)J, C8)

16



4n
Re (Щ = Re (E -E

o
) = - ~ Re Д /##/« , . C9)

where JA is the relative velocity of // and f/ , б la

the annihilation cross section with fifN potential interac-

tion not takea into account, 2T6L ~tjJii£ ~ 1.2 mb. Ponculae

(7-9) are we^l known and may be derived in different ways

["1, 28 j „ Below we shall give the derivation of Eq,(8) within

the framework of the multichannel scattering theory*

In connection with bqs.(?-9) we vrould like to emphasize

the following three points. First, these formulae are not the

result of the perturbation theory in the intensity of the

annihilation interaction. When deriving them (see f1j) use is

made only of the fact that as a function of moaenta the

amplitude J^ varies slowly (this is equivalent to the

condition that annihilation interaction is of short range).

Secondly, formulae (7-9) axe not based on any potential

model for Л^ , Lastly, the third important point is-that the

Eq,(8) contains the cross section 3^ whish is is general

much less than the observable one 6* (tae latter is enhanced

due to initial-state MN potential interaction - see below).

Let's estimate by the oi-iers of magnitudes the values

of widths and shifts of the levels as given by the Eqs.(7-9).

We have

(Щ '
^те/dV/dt)- faxY*^). i Eq.(H) is obtained

™-Ъ /jir/J \

from the given above definition of {(IV/О.Г.), using integ-

ration Ъу parts under the assumption that £i/r2l V(t) s 0.

Analogous results are obtained from the estimateyV/4̂ -v
J

17



Proa here we get

to estimate the reel part of the shift we note that according

to (?)

at = -

In hadron collisions with a large cumber of open channels

usually /cLJ < 1» Therefore

IReAEl £ Гл - <1?>
The annihilation widths of the levels witb £> 0 axe propor-

tioaal to [rr] l-i—j j I and they decrease very fast

with S increasing due to centrifugal repulsion C» 13 J •

6. Ътг Energy Ш Anaihilation Огозз Section

She experimental data (which are far from being; complete)

indicate that the ^/^annihilation cross section at lew

energy i s large and rises rapidly toward the AW threshold*

At p£&g = JCOMeV/c the quantity V6"^- 60 aft f 2 9 j , i . e .

approximately four timsa larger than the corresponding unita-

ry l i a i t for 0 - wave which i s equal to 2t€"o-^7z//np»^Intro-

ducing tbs notation Хв^ь/бд we have 1* К et

«• 300 KeV/c and г = 8 at Д а Л = 200 MeV/e f 29,

Reliable data on the annihilation cross section in the region

PL . 4. 200 MeV/c are lacking now 2 \

1^Ir Eef, f 51J i t was pointed out that one should consider
the results of Sef. [ JO") as preliminary.

:2^Probably i t wil l be possible to extract the quant_ty iV^t)
at 2f— 0 from the expected in the nearest future data on
pp atom/" 21 J. The unique possibi l i t ies to obtain informa»
f̂eLen-«r ./W? interaction near the threshold will., be opened
with the new exr srioents f 32 3 on the parallel nn beans*

18



Thus at pL. ~ 200 - 300 MeV/c the annihilation cross

section is close to the unitary limit at least in $ '«md P

waves (the phase analysis is not performed yet and in parti—,

cular the relative contribution of each of four P - waves

is not known). In addition there are indications £30] that

at PLcj/^ 200 MeV/c the cross section behaves likB if Piab

or at least rises more rapidly than lfW »

Thus the experimental value of the 3 wave annihilation

cross section 2Г61 of slow PlH is ^ 10 mb instead of the

"pure annihilation" cross section V^^^TZXA~ Jt//n -1,2 nib.

The enhancement of the cross section is caused by nuclear

attraction acting between nucleon and antinucleon in a state

of continuous spectrum. In other words the enhancement of the

cross section results from the intensive initial state inter-

action.

The f? wave annihilation cross section which is obser-

ved in experimental is given by

The enhancement of the cross section results from the factor

jftir [Щ
1
 * where f^ 11) is the continuous spectrum NN

wave function *
 m

The approximate expression (14) is valid for slow partic-

les provided the quantity i.O'Q^ ) changes with energy much

more slowly than ̂  (0) • ^he fulfilment of this condition is

ensured by the small value of the annihilation radius as

compared with the radius of the nuclear forces.

Thus the estimate F £ 50 MeY for the width of the

quasinuclear p- level will be compatible with 1Г61 >10 mb

For higher orbital momenta states the similar equation

with derivatives 1/4-^7 I
 i s
 valid.



(for $ wave) if the factrr \'4v-(0)\
L
t which ip evaluated

with the esuns forces as quasinuclear levels, is of the

order of several units.

Gene-rally speakiag the enhancement factor \Фу{0)\^ is

known to be expressed via the corresponding Jost function

for tffyf potential [ 33]:

(15)

From here we can teduce that the enhancement factor

(£y/ i s particularly large when the Jost function has

a zero close to f/N threshold. Thus the enhancement factor

i s determined юя1л!у by the number aiid the positions of the

levels below threshold (including also virtual poles which
a '

do aot correspond to "particles"). j

For finite at % a 0 potential of the depth \J and |.

radius R which possesses a loosely bound state with the |

binding energy ^tD\ the following estimate i s valid (for \

pR«i) I

Here W jtj is the regular solution to the Schrodinger equa-

ti ja, i . e . the solution which satisfy the boundary conditions

(fv(0)- 0, tfjflOJ = 1. Due to these boundary conditions the

quantity \tf..JR. )/^is of the order of unity and the enhance-

aiettt factor becomes of the order V0J\E0\ • * o * quasinuclear

beryoniua the characteristic values of parametes axe Vo ~ *

<v 0*5- 1 Ge7t \E I^5° - 2 0 0 Ue7 and thus the enhancement

factor i s rather large. In Fig.3 (from Ref. f 3* j ) tbe enhan-

cement factor l&irfQjl &e a function of energy i s plotted

in otar notations we follow й.Newton £ 24J, so that fi(p) is
an analytic function of p in the upper sestLplane.
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if or realistic ///V potential [35].

Due to W
v
 (Cj I factor the energy dependence of th*

annihilation cross section differs from " l( V \вя/* the

difference being determined by the OBEP potsntial and this

last fact may be used to obtain additional information on

NN forces. Recall also that 6^ and I</>>„. (Ojj^&xe different

in states with, different quantum numbers.

III
e
 Annihilation Process Within the Framework

of an Exactly Soluble Multichannel Model

7. Coupled Channel Model

In Part II we have obtained the general estimates of the

annltilation effects. We were not proceeding from any potential

model for annihilation as well as from the analysis of any

simplest annihilation graphs choosen in an "ad hoc" way. As

... matter of fact we have relied only upon the fundamental

and firmly established facts, namely the aoall range of the

annihilation region and einroeg attraction acting between

nucleon and antinucleon. It is of interest to see how these

estimates may be obtained within the framework of seme dyna-

mical sc'ieme. What are the r&quirements one should follow

when choosing such a scheme? In the proceeding sections we

have already repeatedly pointed out that our ignorance of the

short range forces is an obsiacle in a way toward the dyna-

mical model pretending to the detailed description of the

annihilation process. Therefore the use of the sophisticated

mathematical formalism (e.g, relativistio equations, unwieldy

paraaetrization of such kinematical Quantities as phase space

etc.) by no means makes the model more "realistic" but is

unfavourable for disentangling the main physical results.

The scheme should be physically transparent and meet the

general requirements, namely it should be unitary, reproduce
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the analytical properties of the amplitudes, and the "fate"

of each pole after the annihilation interaction is "switched

off" should be clear. These are the general principles we

will follow in the present Part of our paper*

So we consider now the multichannel nonrelativistie

system"
1
', single out the JSfNchannel we are interested in

and denote it as channel 1 while for the time being all

other (decay) chaunele will be considered together and deno-

ted as channel 2* Hex' we introduce some simplifying assump-

tions. Let ail the channels (including the channel 1) be

two particles
s
 all the particles being spinless end in $ -

stateз. Particles in all decag channels are free end there

is no diract coupling between the decay channels. The \ \
i 1

Solving this system with the appropriate bauadary conditions

we get the following expressions for the "f - matrix elements

The formalism of the multichannel scattering theory is
well developed (see e.g. Г 24-, 36, 27 J ) but up to now
its ajpplications to the particle physics were very limited.

channels wave functions Ц1, and (f^ satisfy the folio- I

wing system of coupled equations (the notations are '

obvious):
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Here fj(. N i s the plane wave in the channel I , &(£\ =

= (Hu~E-(,0)~l » (&I - И£-£-C0}'\ Vtl is the diagonal
potential in channel 1 (recall that V^O and therefore

By analogy with the one channel problem where the

0 - matrix is expressed via the Jost function Ifp) accord-

ing to $(p}sffpj//(p) the elements of the two c'mnnel

7* - matrix (18) may be expressed [24, 37] via the folio-*

wing function CFredhoJja determinaat)

(recall that in one channel case det

*f(p) [24, 373)., For example Tii emd 7 г г are given

т -/ ' " ID /
PromEqa.(2O) i t follows that the positions of the

levels with annihilation taken into account are determined

by the equation

detU-bK&rJbO. (21)
This equation i s an exact one but to solve i t necessary to

compute an infinite demensional detreminsnt» One can try to

expand this determinant in a series in Уц a n * *fc ^ u *

the accuracy of this procedure is difficult to estimate»

Eg.(21) allows an exact solution if the potential V. —

=s ]/,, is separable 1 ' , i.e. has the fora
« 5 i

. с г з )

An exact solution i s also possible for the multichannel
•problem with Bargmann's potentlala [ 38]*
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Then making use of -fchs identity

del[i + ja'y(ajBy~} = 1+<

не сша easily reduce Eqo(2-i) to the followiag one

The general12atioa of Ec
o
(25) to tbe yV cbannel case is i

r tf<fijl(r,-(C)lfij} *<?, ^ \
' i potearials h&vs the form \

|

where the off^dia^o'nai potearials h&vs the form \

Bsfose we start OE the detailed discussion of the model i

by Eqse(25)~(26)9 l e t ' s get from the exact Eq.(2"i)

an approxiiBats espxessiea for the annihilation displacement

of the levelo Assuming that the displacement i s not large we

may re ta ia in the spectral represantation of the ©reen's

function G,[£\ only the point spectrum contribution. Ima-

gine that in the absence э£ annihilation there were several

bound s ta tes in oui> system with binding energies £ and

eigenvectors j^%y . When the annihilation i s "switched on"

the energy eigenvalues are determined by the following equa-

tion (which i s obtained from (21) making use of (24))

'•0, U7)

where £:-
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In particular for the system with, only one level we have

(29)

We now want to get from here an expression foi the annihila-

tion vidth of quasinadear level. The channels Hamiltonians

have the fora

In the above expressions fnf~ m хз the aass of //(//) ,

V , la the yWVpotential, and /72, i s the xasa of

each of the part icles in the decay channel. Let4в take the

threshold of //TV channel as zero energy coint (£"= O)e

ther

Pi* l"4fm,. < 1 .
The point here i s i f we were to consider the variation

of MQ [£) with energy we would find the characteristic

energy interval to be of the order of hi , Therefore in

Eq.(29) ve can replace Но(^)^ Мр{Вф T'ben we have

7^n-mt)-EQ-c0

( 3 3 )

Here Ф i s the wave function of the quasinuclear baryoniu»,
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Due to the rapid decrease of V£i (%•) with % the main

contribution to the last integral comes from the region of

small distances 1 £ X a, * bet us factor out from the

integral the function if'('t) which is smooth in this region

replacing i t by ({/(0) . This gives

</%M> - Wife ff
The validity of the estimate \£ (p-)*» i/tn may be checfcsd

up e.g. considering the graph in Pig.2b• Thus we find

'' }ф(0)\г

— Y
This expression coincides in fact with the formulae (8) and

(10). Thus we have obtained the estiaste (8) within the frame-

work of rather general multichannel model.

We now wish to recall briefly some general results from

tee multichannel scattering theory [ 24, 36« 37» 39» *1 J

•hich will be needed for investigation of Bqs.(25) and (26).

As a function of energy the № - channel $ - matrix has

branch points at each threshold £C-~Z (fill -ft-i) a n < i i - fcs

Biessnn surface has £ ы sheets. On the physical shsefraU

the momenta k; (which агэ determined according to (31) with

index 2 replaced by I ) l ie in their upper half planes

and the only singulaties of the P - matrix are those which

correspond t^ bound states and l ie on the real axis. Note

that in multichannel system necessary to distinguish between

the "genuine" bound states with energies less than the

lowest threshold £ < £*д/ and the "bound states embedded

in the continuum" [ 24, ?6, 39 7 » i . e . states with energies
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< £ < £ • ̂ ^ 1***®* states have zero re si due a

in all open channels. If $ - matrix is considered гв а

function of к i then from (31) it is зееп that its Bieoann

surface has £ы
~

1
 sheets. Similar to what we have, in one

channel problem polea on each sheet lie in pairs symmetric

with respect to the imaginary ki axes (for ths definition

of the sheets in the tiro channel problea see Sq« (37) and

the prescription how to паке outs given after this equation?

the generalization to the N channel case is straightfor-

ward). Unless it wiU lead to confusion each such pair of

symmetric poles «ill Ъе called simply a pole, i 'vital dis-

tinction from one channel problem la that oue narrow reso-

nance is associated not with a single poleVEhe $ «. aatrix

but with several poles on different uophysical sheets [4Cj

[41J. Under certain conditions (see below) each of these

poles may play a dominant role in the observed resonance

phenomena. If, for example, the energy of a resonance is

close to some threshold £*£ (see Fig.4), the two poles on

different unphysical sheets are associated with it» These

two poles are reached from the physical region along diffe-

rent routes: опь of then is reached by crossing the branch

cat above £^ while to reach the other pole necessary to

cross the branch cut below £ • (see Pig.4)»

A remark •srill probably ho due on another well known

property of multichannel systems [ 24, 361 39» 42] . Owing

to the non-diagonal interaction bound states and resonances

may arise even if they are absent in each channel taken

separately. Usually it is stated tha- to this end the non-

diagonal interaction must be rather strong. To our knowledge

there has been no more or less rigorous and general formula-
tion of the corresponding necessary conditions. Probably



these conditions axe determined by the dynamics of the

model. I t is known .for example that in the two channel aodel

with square well potentials (both diagonal and off-diagonal)

for the hound state embedded in the continuum "*' to appear

the diagonal potential in the neavy particle channel should

be strops enough in itself to create a bound state £39]. On

the other hand in the model with separable potentials the f
if

bound state embedded in the cor-tinuum arises due to the non-

diagonal interaction even if the diagonal potentials are re- ?

puisive [" Зб], The main features of the states arizing from |
i

the coupling between channels C&cci^ental" resonances accor- |

ding to Eef. (42] ) are the following* a) in the limit of weak jj

coupling between channels they are far from the physical f

regior (formally speakirg they have very large binding energy), |

b) the movement of these poles is determined by the model of j

the off-diagonal interaction ( i . e . for N № system by the dyna- '

mics at small distances X ~ L, ^- (£mf)* and c) «he wave func- ;

tion of such state i s either n^t localized at al l or localized |

&t distances which are typical for the off-diagonal inters 3- t
tion. X." tfx, 4, е£т)~* )• Some authors call such states I

"ghosts" f^3] and the
t
v are usually left out of consideration |

from a physical point of view. We share this opinion. Some |

additional remarks on attempts Г 44, 4-51 to consider "acci- f

dental" resonances in tJN system will be made below in |

Conclusions. . У

In the two channel problem the four sheets of the energy I

Siemann «'-rface are usually labelled according to Peierls *
:

[Ц6] as followss }

кIt Упьк^О ,. Jmkt>0-f (57)

1^Qua3inuclear level in the limit of infinitesimal coupling
'between channels i s 3«i3t of this type.
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III: imkilO , J»tk..<0 ; °7 )

iv: Vmkt<0 , Ум.кл >С .

The threshold E
z
 ( №N threshold) is the only point

In which all the four sheets meet and it is the only point

where sheet J.7 is connected with the physical sheet (sheet

I). The structure of the Eiemann surface is most clearly

seen if instead of energy a new -variable (4il is introduced

in such a way that the p - matrix is mapped onto a single

plane so that the p - matrix gets rid of the unitary cuts.

This new variable CO is introduced according to

The mapping of the energy Eiemann surface onto the complex

d) plane is shown iu Fig.5. In the limit of zero coupling

the poles corresponding to quasinuclear bound stateв belong

to the segment of the unit circle in the first quadrant of

the CO - plane while poles corresponding to /V7V resonan-

ces are located on sheet III. The two k± - sheets ( U± ie

the NP/ relative momentum) are connected by the cut (see

Pig.6) along the imaginary axis between the points

± im^\2.(i-^ (in these points ^ = 0). The two Ji£ -

sheets are connected by the two cuts starting from

± tn£Y2Pz (i - ft) С i»
 tbese

 points к
л
 = О) and going to

8. Motion of the Ро1ез as the Annihilatio

Coupling Constant Increases

It is time, at long last, to turn to the investigation

of the influence of annihilation on quasinuclear levels in

the model described by Eq.(25), Particles in the decay



are free and therefore the matrix element

The matrix element (pjC^ffllfi)» surely depends on the

form oi AW potential. With a good accuracy we have

"ere Я i s the radi's of the orbit of the/1-th quasinuclear

state, oC^are real numbers of the order of one, introduced

according to

*)

/S.

Phc estimate (4-1) i s obtained from the spectral representa-

t ion of the Green's function & ( C / by replacement oaf the

exact continuous spectrua wave functions v±+\ plane waves.

Approximation (*tC is valid provided the annihila-i«n range
i i s sufficiently small (/V^/«p /f^ ) and the poten-

is not too singular at the origin.

Substituting (59) and (40) into jSqs.(35) and (Jo) we

may follow -chs stoveaent of the pole assosiated with the

quasinuclear level as the coupling constant Л increases.

We first introduce the dimsnsionless coupling constant

Xp -Л"ГЯ^П^р . This choice of -%0 corresponds to the

For exasple for a square well potential of the depth
and radius R we have ^ (£ .

|</^>/ 4fkj 1 + tdrfF
where plzz(nl/0R4the first level appears at £ = 7Г/<2 ),
and the пизвЬега fit, are the roots of the equation
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following: if one considers tbe single channel Scarcdinger

equation with an attractive potential of the form (22)-(23)

for a particle with the reduced mass ̂ ^^ifn^fZ then the

bound state arises at X
0
- "^* ̂

o t e aXao t b a t f o r
 Ч44 S 0

and X
Q
-[i-h—'iZ(l'Pij) a pole at the threshold of

light particles (i.e. at E - - 2 (т^тУ) arises due to

the off-diagonal interaction. As it was already pointed out

(see also Conclusions) such singularities stay be regarded

as having a formal character, Therefore in our opinion

it is reasonable to consider annihilation within the frama-

wcrSc of this simple modal only when Л
о
£ 1.

For weak coupling between channels when the dimension

less constant AQ 4< £ from Eqs.(25) and (39) and (40) we

(42)

Y
where jQ i s defined according to (34)• From Eq,(42) one can

see that i f pZ К j 3 * the shift i s negative &E<0. Varying

Dz in Bq.(54) we find

Thus for Q^^

4

the level shift, for small Xo i s negative; t h i s means that

due to annihilation quasinuclear levels become deeper ,

(42) and (J4j it is easy to see that if the channel 2
was closed (P

Z
S0) the level shift would be negative for

all values of XZ * The statement «hat tns interaction
with closed channels is equivalent to an effestive attac-
,ioa~ ierweU known one.



Recall that in the optical model with purely imaginary po-

tential annihilation always leads to the repnlsion of vjuasi-

nuclear levels [4-7] e This discrepancy is not accidental; we

are facing here with one of the failures of the qptioal mo-

del (with purely imaginary energy independent potential) in

tne problem of the influence of annihilation on the energy

spectrum of the system (see Bef. [ 1})*

Thus when the annihilation i s "switched on" the pole

eorreponding to the bound qtiasinnclear state is displaced

through the cut (see Fig^e) into the sheet II of the energy

Eiemnnn surface ^K In Fig*? we skow the acreement of the

pole as the coastfiBt 2$" increases (the calculation i s made

for two channels,» ^ = 9̂ 0 Me?9 ffl*& к 7?0 MeV, fE0js 85 MeV,

= 0.1, cL я "U *•?)<, Prom this figure one СЕЛ see that

the annihilation width and shift remain small for every

value of Ao (the maxLamra shift is}Re(AOj= 15 MeV and the

maximum width is Г ** 5 MeV)e As i t follows from Eq. (40)

the smallness of the annihilation width and shift is doe to

the fact that for every value of Xo the width and shift are

proportional the small parameter dL [вЯ) • The smallness of

this parameter i s equivalent to the condition\j(0)\ /ffl « i .

Note that in the limit of infinite coupling constant

the width F shrink to zero* In Ref. [ 2] i t was shown

that this result follows in a natural way from unitarity and

We do no-fc follow the еощйех conjugate pole which i s se-
parated from the physical region by the cut starting
from the threshold Eg, . Also not taken into account are
the poles on other unphysical sheets (associated with
thresholds Eg e tc . ) . Thus we tacitly imply that the
unperturbated pole i s distant from the decay thresholds
(including Eg. ) . The infuence of the nearby thresholds
will be considered below.



beace i t remains "tfalid in etrery coupled channel model

(recall however that for Jt0 » £ the solution ie of rather

formal character)«

Jhe obtained shape of the trajectory ("loop") Is typi-

cal for the case when the unshifted level i s rather far froa

the decay thresholds. Calculations for the square well po-

tent ia l s (both diagonal and. off-diagonal) presented in Ref»

£48] show that for X& £ 1 (the limit J^ » j has not been

considered in (48 j ) the pole trajectory elso has the sbap©

of a №loop°% When the pole i s close to the decay thresholds

the picture i s much more complicated and one has to take

into account poles on other uaphysieai saee-sa (веа Ъе1ста)0

Whea calculating the pole trajectory shown in Fig<,7 и©

have resorted to the approximation (40) i o e e plane

were taken instead of the exact continuous spectrum

functions. We may get r id of th i s approximation and obtain

an exact analytic solution if we take the potential Vit

in a separable form. Independently of the fact that there

are several methods to represent an arbitrary potential

in a separable form [ 8 ] , the model with separable JVA/ po-

t e n t i a l meets axl the requireisent3 to the multichannel

models of annihilation formulated in the proceeding section.

Thus we choose V f l to be of the fora

Then for the bound state wave function we have (

f
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From the equation

one can obtain an exact algebraic expression for

which mar be foond in Ref.f4|, In the neighbourhood of the

pole it has the fora

where 3^ ^/TZ^/t j . if we had replaced the exact conti-

nuous spectruua wave- functions with plane waves wo would have

obtained

The difference between these two expressions is not large

because Й » oi .

We now substitute (48) into (2p) and assume for a while

that the initial pole position is rather far from the decay

threshold . Then we can consider the smooth function

as a constant, k% -/?» and the pole trajectory is a circle

ia the K^ - plane:

Correspondingly in с - plane we have

More accurate

7



Ac -£-E0 - - m^ I

(50), (51) and (4-7) we easily arrive at the expression

- (52)

The Tiole trajectory lies either completely on sheet II or

partly on sheet II and partly on sheet Г7 (see Fig.6). Ae

we shall see from the next section poles on sheets II and

ГУ correspond to radically different behaviour of V^au

below /V/Vthreshold (thie region may be investigated Ы &d

interaction)» Note that as a rule trajectory comas to sheet

IT аъ Хд У £ • As we have repeatedly stressed the solution

for large Л
 Q
 is formal and completely depends upon the choice

of the model.

The above results are readily generalized to the сазе

of several decay channels (4J. It turns out that the maxi-

mum displacement caused by several channels is less than the

maximum shift caused by only one of these- channels with the

highest threshold.

We now torn to the case when the initial unperturbated

pole is in immediate vicinity of the decay threshold* By

way of broaching the subject we first make two imporbant

general remarks. Then these points will be illustrated by

an example of a model with separable potentials Xv j and

He call that we are now considering the pole which is
rather tax from the decay threshold (see footnote in
page 35 ) and thus

mi (±0132
 <
 ЛИ: ̂



We have already pointed out that the interaction with

closed channels is equivalent to an effective attraction

[24-]. Thus we suay anticipate that as the init ia l position of

the level, approaches the threshold of the decay channel the

character of the pole trajectory will changes instead of

moving along the "circle" the pole will monotonously move

towards larger binding energies»

The second point (which саз already mentioned) i s typi-

cal for the case wher the level is in the vicinity of one

of the several decay channels ( i . e . ̂ e E~~<£ (J7^{" ^Jj) • Then

in- addition to tbe ini t ia l pole anether pole on different

unphysical sheet is also cJ^ae to the physical region (see

Tig. 4) , As J( increases the quasinuclear level move3

from Mis region Re £ > ~~<2(т^~ f^lj) into the region

Re. £<"2 (^j~ P7.) « "bis movement of the ini t ia l pole
о '

(end the appropriate movement of the "shadoTr" pole on i t s

own sheet) is ac.ompanisd by the interchange of poles "res-

ponsible" for the observed reronance: in the beggining closer

to the physical region is. the pole on the second sheet of

ЬЪ.е j -th channel, then this pole moves away while the pole

on the f irst sheet of the J -th channel on the contrary moves

с!озег to the physical region (see Pig.4). The above picture

repeats every tire the pole passes by the threshold of a

decay channel. As & result of such interchange of poles the

effective trajectory of the level l ies close to the real

£ - axis and the observed state remains narrow for arbitrary

large value of the annihilation constant.

In Fig.8 we present an example of a calculation (from

Ref. [Д-l) of a three channel problem with separable poten-

t ia l s XC* and \£2 (with an exact expression tor^jO^

•The level with in i t ia l binding energy 30 MeV (.the decay
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thresholds are at ££ = - 240 MeT end at £*3 = - J40 UeV)

mores along the "loop" while the pole wit\ initial binding

energy 200 Me? monotonously moves towards larger binding

energies always remaining narrow. When this last pole posses

by the second channel threshold ( £ " - = - 240 Ite7) the descri-

bed above interchange of poles occora.

In this section we shall consider the annihilation cross

section within the framework of a multichannel model. The

corresponding T - matrix element *z+-i *-a given Ъу J5q.

(18) and for the annihilation cross section we have

(the plane waves are normalized according to\k ]k/=b(k~ i

Ъог a sepatable potertial V^ from Eqs.d8) and (53) we

find

(54)

Here

F(
Ш) (56)

(57)



Comparing the exact expression (54) with the general estimate

(14) we conclude that F[B) corresponds to the enhancement

factor %.[0) (recall that %(0)~ /Vift\\ ) • By
locating the zeroes of *)(£} we can determine the positions

of quasinuclear levels including their displacement due to

annihilation (see Eq.(25)).

As a function of Xn the cross section ZT6"̂  has a

maximum at XQ - t- , where the real quantity С has

been introduced according to

,0 - ^ °. (58)

At the point of the maximum we have

\MZ _ ^ , (59)
fa /max £C(d-c&ib)
It was shown previously that for a separable potential

VCj the function ̂ (c/may be evaluated analytically; in this

case p(£) also may be found in a closed form. We shall

restrict ourselves to this simple model. Comparison with a

model with square well potentials f 2, 5] shows that the

two models lead to similar results.

Thus if Vid is given by Eq.(46) we have

( 6 0 )

For slow particles ( к± « oi ) and when there is a level

close to the threshold ( %
o
«<*> ) from Eq.(60) we obtain

the following expression for the enhancement factor

(61)
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This expression has the еадве structure as the general

estimate (16).

Thus a level close to threshold causes a rapid rise of

annihilation cross section as 7!"—* 0 and a large value of

VGa, a* NN threshold. In Pig.9 we show two examples of

an exact calculation of V"^ according to Eq.(54.) for the

in i t ia l position of the level at £. 0 - Ъ MeV and £0 =

= 50 MeV and A.Q = *t ( in both cases)» Prom Pig.9(b) one

can see that У5&, i s as large as £ttfl Iffa — 30 mb even i f
_ ,Z

the ini t ia l level i s rather deep ( t a 50 MeV) and Ao

i s much less than the value which yields the maxima of V^n»

In the same Fig,9 we show the corresponding trajectories

of the poles*

Prom the previous section we know that the quasinuclea?

bound state displaced due to annihilation may l i e either- on

sheet II or on sheet IV. Poles on sheets II and TV lying

close to the real E axis between the thresholds 1 .(AW)

and 2 ^ manifest themselves in NN channel similar to

bound ( i f an sheet II) or virtual ( i f on theet IV> states in

the single channel problem [ 18, 411 <£ ] • In the region

E > ZfKx the pules of both t-ерез lead to the rapid rise of

the cross section for tf-+ 0 • However in the region E^Z^t.

the two types of poles correspond to completely different

behaviour of the annihilatin cross section* If the pole i s

on sheet II the cross section continues to rise also below

NN threshold up to the energy corresponding to the position

of the quasinuclear state while for a pole on sheet IV

attains а тру!™™ at NN threshold and then starts falling.

Pig.1O)



1л Fig.10 we 3how the trajectory of the quasinu^lear level

together with the behaviour of the cross section for ike

two typical pol-э positions on sheets I I and IV. 2o avoid

possible misunderstanding *e note that the described behavi-

our of the cross section should not be confused with the

usual threshold anomaly. We may say that poles near threshold

lead to the "enhancement" of the threshold anomaly.

Prom what we have said i t i s clear that generally

speaking the pole may be localized using the data on cross

sections. However t h i s problem can hardly be solved at

present for the two following reasons. F i r s t the very expe-

rineEtal data, nan»ely fche annihilation and elast ic cross

sections in states with given quantum numbers (both above

and b<?lo* the fiffv threshold) are absent now» Secondly the

model considered above as well as other existing models i s

too crude to claim t o the quantitative description of the

experimental data. In Ref. J49] and l a t e r in Bef. ^4f?J

attempts have been made to localize a pole using the pheno—

Eosnologieal zero range approximation. However the resul t s

btained there (pole i s at k^'a^-ici^ > <L£%0, &i>\eLf£)

can not be considered as rel iable because tha approximation

tL^y are based on i s applicable only within a narrow energy

region close to threshold where there i s no experimental

data (the potential cut due to exchange of pion s ta r t s at

E~ - 5 MeV).

C o n c l u s i o n s

The besic s tar t ing point of the quasinuclear model of

baryonium i s the existence of a small parameter 2д, /R .

The estimates of the annihilation effects based on che exls-

tence of th i s втгЛ! parameter have been confirmed by nwdel

calculations. The multichannel heuris t ic models give an
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insight into the dynamical origin of the narrow widths of

quasinuclear levels. In particular an interesting еэгалвр!©

of a mechanism yielding narrow states in multichannel systen

is the interchange of poles corresponding to one narrow state

described in Sec.8. Thus the conclusion that baryonituc levels

are rather narrow and annihilatior cross section is large are

amonpthe most firmly established in the theory.

Recently papers [44, 45j by lu.A.S.inonov and co~auchors

have been published which contain attempts to treat quanti-

tatively the influence of annihilation on quasinnclear levele

in the framework of a "realistic" coupled-channel aodel, 2o

this end the authors have used the N/v - method (however

not in ^ts exact formulation but with the left discoa tlnui-

ty approximated by its perturbative value). The authors have

come to the conclusions that a) annihilation widths of baryo-

nium levels are large (of the order of 100 MeV and larger

even in В Ф 0 states) and b) rather narrow states arise

near /V/Vthreshold which are due to the <1 - channel annihi-

lation interaction between <V and N • We have good cause

to consider both these results as coming from the choice of

the model and partly from the method of computation and

therefore hardly having any physical significance. We rele-

gate a detailed discussion of this question to another publi-

cation (see also remarks upoil this subject in Sef. f 2~\ and

in Sec.7 of the present paper). Here a few remarks are in

order. In particular it is necessary to stress that in our

opinion the quantitative treatment of the annihilation effects

in the baryonium theory is hardly meaningful without taking

into account the whole sum of graphs corresponding to

interaction at short distances (of the order or Jeas of the

nucleon compton wave length). Therefore we chink that the
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calculations of such effects claiming a quantitative compa-

rison with experimental data are out of the power of th»

present day theory.

The detailed comparison between the theoretical predic-

tions and experimental data ie not our task (see e.g. M l ) .

Here we only mention tbat the existence of narrow quasinu-

cleer states is confirmed by experiment. Tn Table 1 us

present the short l i s t of \ме experimentally observed, baryo—

niujs states with indication of their widths and the type of

experiment yielding to their discovery (for more complete

l i s t see Ref. f5Oj)» Although daring the last few years

several outstanding experimental results have been obtained

(e.g. the discovery of Y1" - transitions pp-utom—»NN

the discovery of NN resonances in "production" experiments)

our Knowledge on N N interaction at low energies i s s t i l l

for from being complete. Among the most rewarding experiments

to be done are №<J following:

1) The measurnent of the annihilation cross section close

to /WV threshold (including E *• £fa region); to investiga-

te NN relative momenta /C 50 MeV/e" i t i s probably nece-

Бзагу to изе pp storage rings [ 32J;

2) the farther study of pp atom£2i], in particular

the measurement of the shift of id level and the intensities

of X" rays-
• 3) the Investigation of the proton form factor in the

time-like region ( 3^] (the region E ^ 2.Ш may be investi-

gated In experiments on deuteron target);

4) the further study of narrow resonances in "production"

type experiments in order to obtain more complete aforms-

tion on their mass spectrum, widths and quantum numbers;



Ъ) the detailed study of Y - spectrum ia hydrogen and

deuterium; the number of discrete /" - ILnee may be in

fact larger then observed up to now;

6) the investigation of vector mesons near 2 GeV in

e
+
e~ annihilation.

We wish to thank L.N.Bogdanova, 0.D.Dalkaxov, B.R.Karl-

sson, V.G.Ksensov, A.E«Kudryavtsev and V.E.Karkushin for

their many contributions to the ideas presented in this

article.
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Experimentally observed baryonium states
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Pig. 1 Pattern of two Б2Г Begge trajectoriesf ease a)

responds to I * 1| p s О

case Ъ) corresponds to J в 1, £
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id)

Pig. 2 AnnihilattoB scattering

annihilation graph (Ъ).

(
a
) "pure"

±0 го

Fig. 5 Enhancement factor

NN potential.

tor the Biyan-Phillips



К Two poles on different sheets corresponding to s

single Ш quasinuclear state in the vicinity of

a decay threshold £ • «

III

Fig, 5 Happing of the four sheets of the two channel

j5-: matrix energy Riemann surface onto the complex

CO - plane.
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\
Л

&

Pig. 6 Poles trajectories in the KN momentura Riemaan

surface ?n the "circle approximation
11
 (see the Text).
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Fig. 7 Pole trajectory in the "plane waves" approximation

(see the text); the parameters are» M^ = 940 HeV,

M^ = 770 MeV, /£o | = 85 MeT,
 1

^ = 1.5.
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Pig.S. Annihilation cross section together with tF»e corre-

sponding pole trajectories; case a) corresponds to

|EJ * 50 MeV, case b) corresponds to |EJ • 5 Me7.
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